English translation of APPENDIX "V"
of CCS connection agreement
eFREIGHT CONNECTION AND USAGE
1.
Common intention of the parties to replace certain paper based documents (manifest, MAWB,
HAWB, commercial invoice, certificates etc.) in he logistics chain with electronic data interchange
(hereafter referred to as the "EDI") messages during air transportation of goods, creating the suitable
environment for distribution of these documents in electronic format to all participants of the logistics
chain.
2.
User join to the EDI system regulated and supervised by the Hungarian Tax- and Customs
Authority BUD Airport Directorate (hereafter referred to as the "Customs") in relation to flights and
RFS’s departing from-, and arriving to Budapest Liszt Ferenc International Airport, as the procedures
regulated by the Customs and published as described in paragraph 11.
3.
In view of the above, by using the appropriate functions of the software provided for the User by
this Agreement, the User undertakes the following in relation to all air cargo shipments:
3.1.
transmit all IATA standard MAWB final data in FWB message to the CCS Hungary eFreight
System (hereafter referred to as the "System"), and via the eFreight system to all relevant parties e.g.
Customs, Handling Agent, connected carrier etc.
3.2.
in relation to shipments selected in eFreight System for customs inspection, cooperates with
Customs in the inspection
3.3.
Observe the eFreight rules and monitoring its changes as published (publication rules
described in paragraph 11.)
3.4.
parties agree to accept electronic invoice through eFreight system from other eFreight
participants
4.
Parties undertake the rules of this agreement and positively disclaim their rights to question any
statement or contract purely because statement or contract was made by or via EDI.
5.
All parties mediate in order to the content of received or sent EDI message comply with their
national law while the use of its national law may not limit the content of EDI messages. All parties
make the necessary steps to inform the other party in case of non-compliance. A
contract
or
statement made by EDI is executed when and where the related message reaches the recipient’s
computer system.
6.
7.
As permitted by the national law, in accordance with this Contract and its Appendixes, Parties
ensure that the saved and archived EDI messages will be acceptable in Court and the facts will be
proofs as long as no contradictory proofs are presented.
8.

Parties ensure the security of EDI messages by appropriate security and IT measures.

9.
Parties ensure and maintain the appropriate operational environment to operate EDI as agreed
in this Contract.
10.
Within the set by the Law territory of Customs, customers operating temporary on trust
warehouses under the permission given by Customs (hereafter referred to as the "Warehouse
operators"), may pass to each other shipments which are already reported to Customs and registered
by customs, without any further administration or collateral, using the EDI shipment transfer system as
the procedures regulated by the Customs and published as described in paragraph 11.
11.
The procedures and regulations set by the Customs are published in the system User Manual
and procedural orders which documents latest versions are available at http//support.ccs.hu which
documents are qualified to inseparable technical attachments of this Contract.

12.
The User data and contacts (in case of change, the User must immediately report the change
to Customs and CCS) are as follows:
Company name:

Registered at:
Address of operations:
Contact person:
Phone: (+36)
Fax : (+36)
Mobile phone: (+36)
E-mail: @
13.
The present Appendix contains the final and complete agreement has been reached between
the Parties and goes beyond all either verbal or written agreement concluded earlier or in the same time
in respect to the subject of the present Contract between the Parties. If there is a difference between or
dispute on the English translation, the Hungarian text rules.
AS WITNESSES THEREOF, THE PARTIES SIGNED ENDORSED THE PRESENT CONTRACT IN
THE BELOW YEAR AND DATE, IN 2 (TWO) ORIGINAL COPIES, AS IT IS FULLY IDENTICAL WITH
THEIR WILL.
Budapest, December 1., 2013.
By CCS:

By User:

........................................
Managing Director
CCS HUNGARY AIRCARGO Ltd.

…………..............................
Managing Director

